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a b s t r a c t

Classical, two-valued, ontologies have been successfully applied to represent the knowledge in many do-

mains. However, it has been pointed out that they are not suitable in domains where vague or imprecise

pieces of information play an important role. To overcome this limitation, several extensions to classical on-

tologies based on fuzzy logic have been proposed. We believe, however, that the success of fuzzy ontologies

strongly depends on the availability of effective reasoners able to deal with fuzzy ontologies.

In this paper we describe fuzzyDL, an expressive fuzzy ontology reasoner with some unique features. We

discuss its possibilities for fuzzy ontology representation, the supported reasoning services, the different in-

terfaces to interact with it, some implementation details, a comparison with other fuzzy ontology reasoners,

and an overview of the main applications that have used it so far.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, OWL 2 ontologies [61], or simply ontologies, have

become standard for knowledge representation. An ontology is an ex-

plicit and formal specification of the concepts, individuals and rela-

tionships that exist in some area of interest, created by defining ax-

ioms that describe the properties of these entities [74].

The theoretical underpinnings of ontologies are strongly based on

Description Logics (DLs) [5]. DLs are a family of logics for representing

structured knowledge that play a key role in the design of ontologies.

Notably, DLs are essential in the design of OWL 2 (Web Ontology Lan-

guage) [31,61], the current standard language to represent ontologies.

As a matter of fact, OWL 2 is almost equivalent to the DL SROIQ(D).

Ontologies have been successfully used as part of expert and mul-

tiagent systems, as well as a core element in the Semantic Web,

which proposes to extend the current web to give information a well-

defined meaning [7]. Despite of their many advantages, ontologies

also have some limitations. One of them is that their classical two-

valued semantics cannot directly manage imprecise or vague pieces of

knowledge, which are inherent to several real-world problems [71].

Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic [99] have proved to be suitable

formalisms to handle these types of knowledge. Therefore, fuzzy on-

tologies emerge as useful in several applications, such as information

retrieval [3,23,55,93], recommendation systems [25,51,64,97], image

interpretation [32,33], the Semantic Web and the Internet [30,66,71],

ambient intelligence [35,54], ontology merging [27,88], matchmak-
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 876555546.
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ng [68], decision making [79], summarisation [50], robotics [36], and

any others [6,37,45,49,52,58,59,65,69,73]. The interested reader is

eferred to Section 5 for details about some of these applications.

The main formalism behind fuzzy ontologies are fuzzy DLs, pro-

osed as an extension to classical DLs with the aim of dealing with

uzzy/vague/imprecise information. Since the first work of Yen in 1991

98], an important number of works can be found in the literature.

or a good survey on fuzzy DLs we refer the reader to [56,81].

Fuzzy ontologies require the development of new languages and

easoning algorithms, together with the implementation of tools. Al-

hough there is not a standard for fuzzy ontology representation yet,

ome languages based on fuzzy DLs have been proposed [14], such as

uzzy OWL 2. Due to the capability of ontologies to enable the auto-

atic deduction of implicit knowledge, the success of fuzzy ontolo-

ies will strongly depend on the availability of effective reasoners.

fuzzyDL is an ontology reasoner supporting fuzzy logic reasoning.

he objective of this paper is to present the latest version of the rea-

oner fuzzyDL, which offers various novel features with respect to

revious versions. From a historical point of view, fuzzyDL can be con-

idered as the first fuzzy DL reasoner. It is a popular and well-known

ool that has been applied in several applications. In this paper we

ill present its possibilities for fuzzy ontology representation, the

upported reasoning services, the different interfaces to interact with

he system, some useful implementation details for ontology devel-

pers, a comparison of the main differences with other fuzzy ontol-

gy reasoners, and an overview of some applications that have suc-

essfully used fuzzyDL.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 de-

cribes an overview of the system, including its architecture and the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2015.11.017
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.knosys.2015.11.017&domain=pdf
mailto:fbobillo@unizar.es
mailto:straccia@isti.cnr.it
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Fig. 1. Architecture of fuzzyDL reasoner.
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ifferent interfaces to interact with the tool. Section 3 enumerates the

eatures and capabilities of the reasoner for fuzzy ontology represen-

ation and reasoning. Section 4 discusses some implementation de-

ails and summarises some optimisations. Next, Section 5 illustrates

he usefulness of the system by revisiting some applications using it.

hen, Section 6 compares fuzzyDL with other existing fuzzy DL rea-

oners, while Section 7 concludes and addresses some ideas for future

ork. Finally, we include two appendixes with some technical back-

round (Appendix A) and a user manual with the syntax, semantics,

nd deeper details about the interaction with the tool (Appendix B).

. System overview

fuzzyDL is a fuzzy ontology reasoner. It supports a very expres-

ive language: a fuzzy extension of a fragment of the language OWL 2

xtended with some unique features and capabilities of fuzzy logic.

t supports fuzzy operators from several families of fuzzy logics and

mplements a unique algorithm based on a combination of tableau

ules and an optimisation problem.

fuzzyDL is publicly available in its webpage.1 The installation of

uzzyDL is easy, since the user can download the file, uncompress it

nd run the main jar file without any further installation. However,
1 http://straccia.info/software/fuzzyDL/fuzzyDL.html
he user must also install Gurobi (a Mixed Integer Linear Programming

olver, MILP)2 and get a valid license. Currently, Gurobi offers free

icenses for academic purposes and limited trials otherwise.

This section provides a quick overview of the system. We will

rstly discuss the architecture of the system in Section 2.1, specifying

he inputs and outputs. Then, Section 2.2 details the different inter-

aces to interact with fuzzyDL. A detailed description of what types

f fuzzy ontologies can be represented and what reasoning types are

upported can be found in Section 3.

.1. Architecture

The architecture of the reasoner is depicted in Fig. 1 and describes

ts main components. There are two main parts: the upper part of the

gure is dedicated to manage the user inputs, while the lower part

rchestrates the reasoning procedures. These parts will be analysed

n more detail in Sections 2.2 and 4, respectively.

The input of the reasoner is a fuzzy ontology and a set of user

ueries. As we will discuss in the next section, there are three differ-

nt interfaces to provide this information: a Protégé plug-in to build

uzzy OWL 2 ontologies, its own syntax, and a Java API. These inter-

aces are handled by a Fuzzy OWL 2 parser, a fuzzyDL parser, and a Java
2 http://www.gurobi.com

http://straccia.info/software/fuzzyDL/fuzzyDL.html
http://www.gurobi.com
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Fig. 2. fuzzyDL syntax highlighting.
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3 http://www.sublimetext.com
4 http://straccia.info/software/FuzzyOWL
API component, respectively. These components are responsible for

representing the fuzzy KB knowledge and the queries using appropri-

ate data structures. fuzzyDL also uses a configuration file that specifies

the value of some parameters. The default values would be enough for

most of the users; advanced users are referred to Appendix B.

After obtaining the fuzzy KB, the reasoning component answers

user queries. We will explain now how the reasoning components

are orchestrated and give more details in Section 4. Firstly, the rea-

soner performs some basic preprocessing to speed up the subsequent

reasoning. Apart from some normalisations and optimisations that

will be discussed later, fuzzyDL expands the axioms in the fuzzy KB

once and reuse the results of this expansion for the different queries.

For example, the TBox expansion module applies the terminological

axioms to the known individuals, the RBox expansion computes the

transitive closure of the role inclusion relation, and the ABox expan-

sion generates new role assertions according to that relation. Next,

the query reduction module reduces each of the user queries to a sin-

gle reasoning task, and then fuzzyDL tries to solve it.

As anticipated, solving reasoning tasks combines some tableau

rules with an optimisation problem. The tableau rule component is

very complex because it includes an important number of compli-

cated tableau rules (more than 80), implements several optimisa-

tion techniques (such as lazy unfolding or blocking), and interacts

with different solvers: a datatype solver and one fuzzy logic solver

for each of the supported semantics (currently, classical, Łukasiewicz,

and Zadeh). The tableau rule component generates an optimisation

problem, which is solved by an Optimisation solver component that

interacts with an external tool.

As a result, fuzzyDL provides the following output information:

• Solution of the query, such as a numerical value, or a message

warning that the fuzzy ontology is inconsistent.

• Time in seconds necessary to compute the solution.
• Main ingredients of a model of the fuzzy ontology (if it exists) that

satisfies a query.

• Statistics of the fuzzy ontology: expressivity and number of ele-

ments of each type.

• Statistics of the reasoning, such as size of the generated model,

number of applications of each reasoning rule, or size of the opti-

misation problem.

.2. fuzzyDL interfaces

There are three different interfaces to interact with fuzzyDL: com-

and line interpreter, a Protégé plug-in, and a Java API. In the rest of

his section we will briefly overview them; the interested reader can

nd more details in Appendix B.

ommand line interpreter. The direct way to use the reasoner is to

un it from a command line shell. In this case, a graphical interface is

ot used: the user just inputs a text file with a fuzzy ontology and a

et of queries, both of them written in the fuzzyDL syntax described

n Appendix B. Any text editor can be used to write the input files

n fuzzyDL syntax but, in order to make this task a little bit easier,

e have adapted the Sublime text editor3 to provide fuzzyDL syntax

ighlighting, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

rotégé plug-in. A more convenient way is to use a graphical inter-

ace: the FuzzyOWL Protégé plug-in.4 This plug-in makes it possible

o develop fuzzy ontologies using the independent language Fuzzy

WL 2 and to query fuzzyDL.

Once the plug-in is installed, a new tab in Protégé, named Fuzzy
WL, enables to use it. The plug-in is based on a methodology for

uzzy ontology representation using OWL 2 [14]. The key idea of this

http://www.sublimetext.com
http://straccia.info/software/FuzzyOWL
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy OWL 2 plug-in: (a) Menu options; (b) Creation of a fuzzy datatype.

Fig. 4. Using fuzzyDL reasoner from the Fuzzy OWL 2 plug-in.
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epresentation is to use an OWL 2 ontology and extend its elements

ith annotations representing the features of the fuzzy ontology that

WL 2 cannot directly encode. Note that the approach is backwards

ompatible so OWL 2 ontologies are valid fuzzy ontologies as well.

The non-fuzzy part of the ontology can be created by using Pro-

égé as usual. After that, the user can define the fuzzy elements of the

ntology by using the plug-in; namely, fuzzy axioms, fuzzy datatypes,

uzzy modifiers, and fuzzy concepts. Fig. 3(a) shows the available
ptions, whereas Fig. 3(b) illustrates the plug-in’s use by showing

ow to create a new fuzzy datatype.

Using the option fuzzyDL reasoner query it is possible to submit

ueries to fuzzyDL. Such queries must be written in fuzzyDL syntax in

he Query field and the results are displayed in the Solution field. Fig. 4

hows how to check, given a fuzzy ontology about wines, whether

he individual RemyPannier2009 is an instance of the concept

ighPriceWine.
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Table 1

Fuzzy operators supported by fuzzyDL.

Operator Łukasiewicz logic Gödel logic Zadeh logic

Conjunction α∧β max(α + β − 1, 0) min (α, β) min (α, β)

Disjunction α∨β min(α + β, 1) max (α, β) max (α, β)

Negation ¬α 1 − α

{
1 if α = 0

0 otherwise
1 − α

Implication α → β min(1 − α + β, 1)

{
1 if α ≤ β

β otherwise
max(1 − α,β)
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Before submitting queries to fuzzyDL, the fuzzy ontology is trans-

lated into fuzzyDL syntax. Fuzzy OWL 2 is a more expressive language

than the one supported by fuzzyDL, so some Fuzzy OWL 2 statements

that are currently not supported by fuzzyDL are dropped during the

translation and a warning message is shown to the user (see Ap-

pendix B.1.2 for a list of the not supported elements). The dropped

statements are also saved into a log file for further inspection.

Java API. A third option is to create fuzzy ontologies and answer

queries over fuzzy ontologies using the fuzzyDL API for Java applica-

tions. This is especially useful if the user does not only want to visu-

alise the results but wants to post-process them.

The fuzzyDL API is a Java library that allows both fuzzy ontology

management and reasoning. The Javadoc documentation of the API,

including all the classes and methods available for these tasks, can be

found along with the distribution.5 Some examples of use of the API

can be found in Appendix B.

With the fuzzyDL API it is possible to load existing fuzzy ontologies

in fuzzyDL or fuzzy OWL 2 syntax. Another option is to create a new

empty ontology and populate it using the different methods avail-

able to build complex concepts or add axioms to the fuzzy ontology.

There are also methods to save fuzzy ontologies in fuzzyDL syntax and

Fuzzy OWL 2, so it is possible to translate fuzzyDL syntax into Fuzzy

OWL 2, and vice versa. Finally, there are several classes to represent

the different reasoning tasks and methods to retrieve the same out-

put information as from command line.

Example 2.1. This example shows how to represent a very simple

fuzzy ontology using the three different interfaces. There is one fuzzy

concept (Tall), one fuzzy relation (isFriendOf), two individuals

(fernando and umberto), and two axioms stating that umberto
is tall, and that fernando and umberto are friends. The novelty

of this fuzzy ontology is that the axioms are graded: umberto be-

longs to the fuzzy concept tall with degree greater or equal than

0.9, and fernando is related to umberto via the fuzzy relation

isFriendOf with degree greater or equal than 0.8. In fuzzyDL syn-

tax, the fuzzy ontology can be represented as

1. (define-primitive-concept Tall ∗top∗ )
2. (instance fernando ∗top∗ 1.0)
3. (instance umberto Tall 0.9)
4. (related fernando umberto isFriendOf 0.8)

where ∗top∗ denotes the universal concept, similar to the OWL 2

class Thing (see Appendix B.1.1 for details). Now, let us consider the

fuzzy OWL 2 representation obtained using the plug-in. In short, the

following ontology in Manchester syntax has two annotations to rep-

resent the lower bounds of the two axioms:
5 http://straccia.info/software/fuzzyDL/download/old/documents/javadoc i
Finally, let us include a fragment of a program using the Java API

o create an empty fuzzy ontology and add the two axioms to it:

. Features and capabilities

In this section we detail the main features and capabilities of

uzzyDL. Firstly, Section 3.1 details the possibilities for fuzzy ontol-

gy representation. Secondly, Section 3.2 enumerates the options for

uzzy ontology reasoning.

.1. Fuzzy ontology elements

This section gives an overview of the elements of the fuzzy ontolo-

ies supported by fuzzyDL. The interested reader can find the specific

yntax and semantics in Appendix A. We will assume that the reader

s familiar with fuzzy ontologies or fuzzy DLs; some basic references

or a quick refreshment are [56,81].

The main ingredients of fuzzy DLs are fuzzy concepts (or classes),

hich denote unary predicates, fuzzy roles (or properties), which de-

ote binary predicates, individuals (or instances), and fuzzy datatypes

or fuzzy concrete domains). Apart from these elements which have

counterpart in the classical case, there are other elements specific

o the fuzzy case, such as fuzzy modifiers or fuzzy quantifiers. We will

lso have variables in our language which, depending on the case, can

ake the value of a data value or of a degree of truth. Axioms are for-

al statements involving these elements, like a recipe that defines

ow to combine the previous ingredients to represent the knowledge

f some particular domain. Such axioms may hold to some degree of

ruth. Finally, the choice of the fuzzy logic determines the semantics

f the fuzzy ontology. In the remaining of this section, we will analyse

hese elements in detail.

.1.1. Fuzzy logics

fuzzyDL currently supports 3 default semantics for the fuzzy ontol-

gy: Zadeh, Łukasiewicz, and, for backwards compatibility with crisp

ntologies, classical. However, it is also possible to combine fuzzy op-

rators of different fuzzy logics (including some operators of Gödel

uzzy logic) within the same fuzzy ontology.6Table 1 summarises the

upported fuzzy operators.
6 Furthermore, in Zadeh fuzzy ontologies it is usual to consider another implication

n the semantics of the axioms, see Appendix B for details).

http://straccia.info/software/fuzzyDL/download/old/documents/javadoc
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Fig. 5. (a) Trapezoidal function; (b) Triangular function; (c) Left-shoulder function; (d) Crisp interval; (e) Linear function; (f) Right shoulder function.
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Instead of dealing with the infinite set of truth degrees in [0, 1]

s usual in fuzzy DLs, fuzzyDL actually restricts to a discretised set

= {0, 1
n , . . . , n−1

n , 1} for an appropriate big natural n satisfying that

here is a machine representable 0 < ε < 1
n . Assuming a finite set of

ruth degrees is unavoidable as fuzzyDL relies on numerical calculus

o solve MILP problems using fixed precision. Specifically, in fuzzyDL,

is the set of double numbers that can be represented in Java and

re supported by the Gurobi solver.

.1.2. Fuzzy concepts

In ontologies, concepts are inductively defined from simpler

oncepts, according to the concept constructors available in the

anguage. Currently, fuzzyDL supports 46 different types of fuzzy

oncepts.

• fuzzyDL supports a fuzzy extension of a fragment of the language

OWL 2. In particular, it supports the fuzzy DL SHIF(D) extended

with object-data value restrictions and local reflexivity concepts.

Recall that SHIF(D) concepts include atomic concepts, top, bot-

tom, conjunction, disjunction, negation, and object-data existen-

tial and universal restrictions.

• In the classical case, an implication C1 → C2 can be represented

as the disjunction between C2 and the negation of C1. In fuzzy on-

tologies, this is not true in general, so fuzzyDL supports implica-

tion concepts explicitly.

• In fuzzy DLs, the semantics of conjunction, disjunction, negation

and implication concepts depend on the choice of the fuzzy oper-

ator (t-norm, t-conorm, negation or implication function, respec-

tively). Hence, in fuzzyDL there are several types of conjunctions,

disjunctions, and implications, corresponding to different fuzzy

logics: Zadeh, Łukasiewicz, and Gödel.

• fuzzyDL supports threshold concepts [15] that specify an upper or

a lower bound for the degree of membership of every individual

to a fuzzy concept.

• fuzzyDL data value restrictions can replace a data value with a

real-valued variable or a fuzzy number [76].

• fuzzyDL supports the application of fuzzy modifiers [76] to change

the membership function of the fuzzy concepts.
• fuzzyDL makes it possible to use aggregation concepts [11] (in-

cluding fuzzy integrals) combining several fuzzy concepts as a

generalisation of the conjunction and the disjunction.

• Finally, fuzzyDL supports fuzzy rough concepts [16], combining

two different formalisms (fuzzy logic and rough set theory) to

handle vagueness. This way, it is possible to represent different

types of upper and lower approximations of the vague concepts.

xample 3.1. The fuzzy concept (g-and Human (some hasAge
ery(Young)) denotes the fuzzy set of very young humans, us-

ng Gödel conjunction and the fuzzy modifier very to change the

nterpretation of the fuzzy concept Young. The fuzzy rough concept

ua s Buyer) represents a potential buyer as an upper approxi-

ation of a unknown rough set of buyers using a fuzzy similarity re-

ation s. The fuzzy concept (and Human (owa (0.6 0.3 0.1)
Young Tall Blond))) denotes the fuzzy set of humans that sat-

sfy three criteria (being young, tall, and blond), where the degrees of

atisfaction of the criteria are computed using an OWA operator (see

ppendix A.3) with respect to a vector of weights W = [0.6, 0.3, 0.1].

.1.3. Individuals

As usual in classical ontologies, individuals are split into two cat-

gories: abstract individuals, that are instances of the concepts, and

oncrete individuals (or data values), that belong to concrete domains

or datatypes), which are already structured and whose structure is

lready known to the machine, such as the integers, reals, or strings.

.1.4. Fuzzy roles

Similarly, roles are split into two categories: abstract roles (or ob-

ect properties), that link two abstract individuals, and concrete roles,

hich relate an abstract individual and a data value. For example,

asFriend relates two abstract individuals.

.1.5. Datatypes and data values

As usual in classical DLs, data values can be used as the range of

ata properties. Currently, fuzzyDL supports the following types of

lassical data values: integers, reals, strings, Booleans, and dates.

Furthermore, fuzzyDL supports fuzzy datatypes defined over a

ubinterval of the rational numbers. In particular, it supports trape-

oidal (Fig. 5(a)), triangular (Fig. 5(b)), left-shoulder (Fig. 5(c)), and
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Fig. 6. Partitioning a domain using fuzzy membership functions.
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right-shoulder (Fig. 5 (f)) membership functions. A crisp function

(Fig. 5(d)) is included for backwards compatibility as it allows ex-

pressing exact integer or real values. It is also possible to apply a

fuzzy modifier to change the shape of these functions. Note also

that in practice we assume a finite number of degrees of truth (see

Section 4.1) so these functions are discretised as usual in fuzzy logic

[46].

A common difficulty when building fuzzy ontologies is the defini-

tion of the fuzzy membership functions. A simple method to define

such functions which usually behaves well in practice consists in uni-

formly partitioning the domain into an odd number of parts, usually

5. Then, the smaller value is generalised using a left-shoulder func-

tion, the higher value is generalised using a right-shoulder function,

and the medium values are generalised using triangular functions, as

illustrated in Fig. 6. The functions are usually built to intersect with

other functions in a point where the value of both functions is 0.5. For

more details the interested reader is referred to [46].

Triangular membership functions can be seen as fuzzy numbers

and, hence, it is possible to define arithmetical combinations of them.

fuzzyDL supports addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of

two fuzzy numbers or of a fuzzy number and a numerical value.

3.1.6. Fuzzy modifiers and fuzzy quantifiers

Fuzzy modifiers can change the interpretation of fuzzy concepts

and fuzzy datatypes. fuzzyDL supports fuzzy modifiers defined using

triangular (Fig. 5(b)) and linear functions (Fig. 5(e)).

Fuzzy quantifiers can be used in some aggregation concepts (in

particular, in quantifier-guided OWA concepts). fuzzyDL supports

fuzzy quantifiers defined by means of linear (Fig. 5(e)) and right-

shoulder (Fig. 5 (f)) functions.

3.1.7. Knowledge bases

A fuzzy ontology or fuzzy knowledge base (KB) is a finite set

of axioms. A fuzzy KB includes a fuzzy ABox (Assertional Box)

with axioms about individuals, a fuzzy TBox (Terminological Box)

with axioms about concepts, and a fuzzy RBox (Role Box) with axioms

about roles. fuzzyDL supports the axioms in the fuzzy DL SHIF(D)

plus reflexive object property axioms. We recall that fuzzy SHIF(D)

supports concept-role assertions, General Concept Inclusions (GCIs),

and role axioms (role inclusion axioms, transitivity, functionality, in-

verse, inverse functionality, symmetry, and data property range ax-

ioms). The difference with classical DLs is that now it is possible to

specify a degree of truth in some fuzzy axioms, denoting a lower

bound for the degree of satisfaction of the axiom.

fuzzyDL provides a syntactic sugar for some common cases of

GCIs, such as concept equivalences, concept disjointness, disjoint

union of concepts, domain, and range axioms. Furthermore, it sup-

ports different types of GCIs involving different fuzzy implications in

the semantics.

Example 3.2. The fuzzy concept assertion (instance bob Tall
0.4) states that Bob is a tall person with degree greater or equal than
.4. The fuzzy role assertion (related alice bob hasFriend)
nsures that Alice and Bob are friends to degree 1. The fuzzy GCI

l-implies Lion Dangerous 0.8) states that lions can be

onsidered as dangerous animals with degree greater or equal than

.8, where the inclusion is measured using Łukasiewicz implication.

.1.8. Degrees of truth

As already mentioned, threshold concepts and some fuzzy axioms

an include a degree of truth. In fuzzyDL, the possible degrees in-

lude not only D = {0, 1
n , . . . , n−1

n , 1}, as usual in the literature of fi-

ite fuzzy DLs, but also linguistic labels and D-valued variables that

ay also appear in arithmetic inequations (see, e.g., Example B.7).

.2. Reasoning Tasks

fuzzyDL allows typical tasks in fuzzy DLs like consistency or sub-

umption check but also supports the optimisation of variables or the

omputation of a defuzzification. fuzzyDL currently offers the follow-

ng reasoning services:

• KB consistency. A fuzzy KB K is consistent if there is a model of K
that satisfies each axiom in K.

• Concept satisfiability. A fuzzy concept C is D-satisfiable w.r.t. a fuzzy

KB K if there exists a model of K where C can have some instance

with degree greater or equal than D, where D is a degree of truth.

In fuzzyDL, this task can also consider some particular individual

o instead of an arbitrary one.

• Best satisfiability degree (BSD) of a fuzzy concept C w.r.t. a fuzzy KB

K is the maximal degree D such that C is D-satisfiable w.r.t. K.

• Minimal satisfiability degree (MSD) of a fuzzy concept C is similar

to the BSD but considering the minimal degree rather than the

maximal one.

• Concept subsumption. C2 D-subsumes C1 w.r.t. a fuzzy KB K if in ev-

ery model of K, C1 is included in C2 with degree greater or equal

than D. The degree of inclusion is computed using a fuzzy impli-

cation.

• Entailment. A fuzzy KB K entails an axiom if every model of K sat-

isfies it. fuzzyDL computes entailments of assertions and GCIs.

• Best Entailment Degree (BED) of a non-graded axiom with respect

to a fuzzy KB K is the maximal degree D such that the axiom is

satisfied in every model of K with degree greater or equal than D.

• Maximal Entailment Degree (MED) of a non-graded axiom is simi-

lar to the BED but considering some model rather than any model.

• Instance retrieval. Given a concept C and a fuzzy KB K, the instance

retrieval problem computes the individuals that belong to C with

a non-zero degree together with the minimal degree of member-

ship in every model of K.

• Variable maximisation. Given a fuzzy KB K and a variable x, max-

imise x such that K is consistent.

• Variable minimisation. Given a fuzzy KB K and a variable x, min-

imise x such that K is consistent.

• Defuzzification. Given a fuzzy KB K, a concrete role t, a concept C,
and an individual o, compute the BSD of C for the individual o and

then defuzzify the value of t for the individual o using some de-

fuzzification method: largest of maxima (LOM), smallest of max-

ima (SOM), or the middle of maxima (MOM).

• Best Non-Fuzzy Performance (BNP). Given a triangular fuzzy num-

ber F = (triangular q1 q2 q3), BNP(F) = (q1 + q2 + q3)/3. This

task is particularly useful when fuzzy numbers are arithmetically

combined.

Section 5 illustrates the use of some of these reasoning tasks in

ractical applications. Note that the term “Best” is used with a dif-

erent meaning in entailment and satisfiability for historical reasons

56,83]: the entailment degree of an axiom is in the interval [BED,

ED], while the satisfiability degree of a concept is in the interval

MSD, BSD].
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. Implementation and optimisation

This section provides some implementation details of fuzzyDL,

aying special attention to the optimisation techniques. Section 4.1

tarts with an overview of fuzzyDL reasoning algorithm. Next,

ection 4.2 discusses some implementation details. Finally,

ection 4.3 enumerates some implemented optimisations that

mprove the performance of the reasoner.

.1. Overview of the reasoning algorithm

The fuzzyDL reasoning algorithm is an extension of some algo-

ithms presented in the literature [11–13,16–18,26,76,81,82,85].

As we will see in Appendix B.4.2, each reasoning task is reduced

o a variable minimisation problem. Indeed, the algorithm combines

ableaux rules with an optimisation problem. Firstly, the reasoner ap-

lies some preprocessing steps to speed up the reasoning: normali-

ation of the fuzzy ontology, application of optimisation techniques

see Section 4.3), etc. Secondly, it reduces the user query to a rea-

oning task: variable minimisation with respect to a fuzzy KB. Then,

uzzyDL applies several tableau rules that decompose complex con-

ept expressions into simpler ones, as usual in tableau algorithms, but

lso generate a system of linear inequation constraints. Such inequa-

ions need to hold in order to preserve the semantics of the fuzzy DL

onstructors. After all rules have been applied, an optimisation prob-

em must be solved before obtaining the final result.

It is worth to note that the tableau rules are deterministic and only

ne optimisation problem is obtained. With the fuzzy operators sup-

orted by fuzzyDL, we will end up with a bounded MILP [70] problem,

hose size, however, may be exponential w.r.t. the size of the initial

nowledge base. We also recall that solving a MILP problem is an NP-

omplete problem (one can guess the assignment to the binary vari-

bles and solve the system of linear inequations in polynomial time).

Appendix B shows that indeed all the reasoning tasks can be re-

uced to variable minimisation, that is, to minimise a [0, 1]-variable

given a fuzzy KB K. For example, the BED of a concept assertion

nvolving an individual o and a fuzzy concept C is equivalent to min-

mise the variable x given a fuzzy KB K′ obtained after adding to K the

uzzy assertion (instance o (not C) 1 - x). The interested

eader can find more details about the tableau rules in [15,81] and a

unning example in the appendix.

emark 4.1 (Computational issues). At the time of writing, two com-

utational issues may arise within fuzzyDL.

1. A first issue may arise by the numerical solution identified by

the underlying MILP solver. In some cases, the numerical preci-

sion adopted by the underlying MILP solver may not be enough to

guarantee that the identified solution is indeed correct.

2. Another, orthogonal, issue is due to the fact that in some cases

the reasoning problems addressed by fuzzyDL, and, by fuzzy DLs

in general, have been show to be undecidable in the presence of

GCIs (see, e.g.,[4,20,26]) and in such cases the correct behaviour of

fuzzyDL is not guaranteed.7 However, this is not the case, e.g.„ in

the case of Zadeh DLs or in Łukasiewicz DLs with an acyclic TBox

[26,76].8

The reader is referred to the fuzzyDL documentation for up to date

nformation on computational issues related to fuzzyDL.
7 Although some less expressive finitely-valued Łukasiewicz fuzzy DLs have shown

o be decidable [21], fuzzyDL has not been proven to behave correctly as the reasoning

lgorithm is completely different than the one presented in [21].
8 It is worth to stress that non-acyclic TBoxes can usually be (totally or partially)

ransformed into equivalent acyclic TBoxes using an absorption algorithm [18].
.2. Implementation details

fuzzyDL has been developed in the Java language, reusing some

xisting Java libraries:

• JavaCC9 parser generator is used to import fuzzyDL syntax input

files.

• The de-facto standard OWL API [44]10 is used to import and export

OWL 2 ontologies.

• Gurobi optimiser is used to solve MILP problems.

Older versions of fuzzyDL [15] used the MILP solver Cbc.11 Cbc is

mplemented in C++, so it is necessary to access it using Java Native

nterface (JNI). In contrast to that, Gurobi is accessible via a Java API,

aking the communication with the MILP solver easier and improv-

ng the performance of the reasoner.

As it happens in any (fuzzy) DL reasoner, implementing the rea-

oning algorithms efficiently is a difficult task. A careful choice of ef-

cient data structures is needed. For example, it is convenient to use

ash sets and hash tables to allow for easy retrieval of the searched

lements. Furthermore, since the tableau rules are deterministic, no

acktracking is currently necessary. Avoiding recursive implementa-

ions of the subalgorithms to compute blocking or ABox expansion

ignificantly reduces the overhead. Finally, it is important to have a

odular design of the application to enable an easy update with new

uzzy ontology elements.

fuzzyDL computes some tasks only once, such as the load of the

uzzy ontology, a normalisation of the original axioms, the transitive

losure of the role inclusions axioms, the partitioning of the TBox,

he expansion of the ABox according to the terminological knowl-

dge, etc. Every user query is resolved against a cloned copy of the

xpanded knowledge base, thus reusing those inferences that can be

educed from the original fuzzy ontology but not those inferences

erived from previous user queries.

Direct implementations of the reasoning algorithm do not behave

ell in practice. Since the complexity of the reasoning is high in the

orst case, it is necessary to implement several optimisation tech-

iques improving the performance in the most common scenarios in

ractice. The next section describes some of the most important op-

imisation techniques that are currently implemented and that could

e reused in other fuzzy ontology reasoners.

.3. Optimisations

fuzzyDL implements several optimisation techniques that improve

he performance of the reasoning (similar techniques for other fuzzy

ntology reasoners have been proposed [40,72]). We will describe

ere the most important ones.

• Rules introducing less variables. In older versions of the reason-

ing algorithm, every assertion always generated some new vari-

ables [76]. More recent versions of the algorithm make it possi-

ble to reuse the variables that involve the same individuals and

concepts/roles, thus reducing the total number of variables [13].

Obviously, the smaller number of variables, the better.

• Rules with special cases. Tableaux rules can be optimised in several

special cases that are common in practice. For example, top and

bottom concepts are very often part of TBox axioms, and fuzzyDL

treats them as special cases improving the efficiency of the rea-

soning [18].

• N-ary conjunction and disjunction. This is a notable example of spe-

cial case. fuzzyDL considers conjunction and disjunction as n-ary

operators instead of binary operators. This makes it possible to

reduce the number of variables in the optimisation problem [18].
9 https://javacc.dev.java.net
10 http://owlapi.sourceforge.net
11 http://www.coin-or.org/projects/Cbc.xml

https://javacc.dev.java.net
http://owlapi.sourceforge.net
http://www.coin-or.org/projects/Cbc.xml
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Fig. 7. Different blocking strategies implemented in fuzzyDL.
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• Different blocking strategies. In order to guarantee the termination

in some expressive DLs, some blocking mechanism is needed to

avoid infinite applications of some rules. Often, more expressive

logics require more complex blocking strategies [5]. Depending

on the expressivity of the fuzzy ontology, fuzzyDL is able to avoid

any blocking whenever possible or to choose the most appropri-

ate strategy. This avoids using a more complicated strategy than

necessary, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The supported strategies are sim-

ple subset (of labels), simple equality (of labels), simple pairwise,

anywhere subset, anywhere equality, and anywhere pairwise [39].

Furthermore, fuzzyDL can identify if the blocking status must be

static or can be dynamic.

• Lazy unfolding. Primitive concept inclusions can be handled more

efficiently than GCIs. In classical DLs, the basic idea is that a GCI is

applied (unfolded) to every individual considered in the reason-

ing, stating that either it is not an instance of the subclass or it is

an instance of the superclass. However, a primitive concept inclu-

sion can be lazily unfolded, i.e., only for those individuals which

are known to be an instance of the atomic concept that appears

in the axioms [5]. This technique can be generalised to the fuzzy

case, reducing the application space of the primitive concept in-

clusion axioms [18]. A similar idea is implemented for concept

equivalences, domain, range, and disjoint axioms. These axioms

are formally defined in Appendix B.

• Absorption. This optimisation consists in transforming GCIs into

primitive concept inclusions or other axioms to which lazy un-

folding can be applied. The absorption algorithm computes a TBox

partitioning that splits the original TBox into two parts: one with

the axioms to which lazy unfolding can be applied, and another

one with the axioms that do not allow this technique [18]. Note

that some absorption strategies used in the classical case are not

valid in the fuzzy case.

• Concept simplifications. This technique replaces concept expres-

sions with simpler ones. Usually, concept expressions are found

to be equivalent to the top or the bottom concept. In other

cases, concept expressions can be simplified. For example, the ex-

pression (g-and C1 C1 C2) can be simplified to (g-and C1
C2). Note that some concept simplifications from classical DLs are

not valid in the fuzzy case [40].

• GCI simplification. This technique makes it possible removing

superfluous axioms or transforming axioms in equivalent but

more efficient forms. For instance, the axiom (implies C *top*),
which essentially defines C as part of the ontology signature, can

be omitted during the reasoning [18]. Again, some GCI simplifica-

tions from classical DLs do not hold in the fuzzy case.

• Lexical normalisation. This technique transforms concepts into a

canonical form, by reordering the subconcepts [40]. This makes

the application of other optimisations (such as concept simpli-

fication or absorption) easier. It is worth to note that in other
reasoners lexical normalisation can detect obvious inconsisten-

cies sooner, but this is not always the case in fuzzyDL since they

cannot usually be found until the end of the reasoning, once the

optimisation problem has been solved.

• Degrees normalisation. If a fuzzy ontology contains several axioms

that only differ in the degree of truth, fuzzyDL just considers one

axiom. If the degrees are numerical, fuzzyDL takes the axiom with

the most restrictive one, i.e., the one with the highest degree [72].

If the degrees are variables, fuzzyDL adds some inequalities to

make sure that the axiom is satisfied with a degree greater or

equal than all the involved variables.

• Optimisation partitioning. This technique consists in splitting the

inequation constraints that are derived during the reasoning al-

gorithm into independent sets, with the aim of solving easier op-

timisation problems [17].

• Caching. In order to save the reasoner from repeating the same

work, fuzzyDL uses caching techniques to store some intermedi-

ate results [40]. This happens in the absorbed TBoxes, expanded

ABoxes, intermediate queries (for instance, the value z in a MOM

defuzzification can be computed just once), etc.

• Encoding strings as numbers. The names of the elements in the

tableau (concept, properties, individuals, datatypes, variables,

etc.) are encoded as unique integer numbers. For instance, it is

computationally cheaper to check the equality of two individuals

by comparing two integers than by comparing two strings.

. Use cases

In this section we overview some practical applications that have

uccessfully used fuzzyDL. This also allows the reader to better under-

tand the benefits one may have by using fuzzy ontologies compared

o crisp ontologies only.

atchmaking. fuzzyDL has been applied to solve matchmaking prob-

ems in e-commerce applications [68]. In this setting, two parts (a

uyer and a seller) express their constraints and preferences using

uzzy concepts, so they would match with a certain degree. Typically,

heir requests are expressed as two concepts Buyer and Seller, re-

pectively, formed as a combinations of their constraints and of their

references, using conjunctions or aggregation operators expressing

heir relative importance. For example, assume that the buyer is look-

ng for a dark-color item and prefers not paying more than 200 euro,

lthough he could go up to 300 to a lower degree of satisfaction. As-

uming that the price is more important than the color, this can be

xpressed as

(define-concept Buyer (w-sum (0.3 DarkColor)
(0.7 (some hasPrice
(left 0 0 200 300)))).
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f course, there can also be a background theory about the domain,

efining for instance the meaning of dark-color:

(define-concept DarkColor (some hasColor.

(or Black Grey))).

Next, the best agreement between the buyer and the seller can be

omputed as the maximal satisfiability degree of the conjunction of

he preferences, i.e.,

(max-sat? (l-and Buyer Seller)).

sing Łukasiewicz conjunction, the solution (if non-zero) can be

roved to be Pareto optimal.

uzzy control and rule-based systems. fuzzyDL is able to represent

nd reason with Mamdani fuzzy IF-THEN rules, commonly applied in

uzzy control problems, in combination with background knowledge.

n particular, it has been applied in a recommender system of touristic

ttractions [97]. Given a touristic attraction, its attributes (relevance,

iming, etc.) are defined using fuzzy role assertions, such as

(instance stadium1 (some relevance 4) 1.0).

Then, fuzzy rules are used to infer the user satisfaction from the

ouristic attraction attributes, such as

(define-concept Rule1 (g-and (some relevance
highRelevance)
(some timing lowTiming)
(some satisfaction
highSatisfaction)))

This encodes that if the relevance is high and the timing is low,

hen the satisfaction is high. These rules use fuzzy membership func-

ions that are defined using fuzzy datatypes, such as

(define-fuzzy-concept highRelevance (right 0 10 5 9)).

Finally, one computes the satisfaction of some particular tourist

ttraction given a set of rules via a defuzzification method as follows:

(defuzzify-som? (or Rule1 ... Rule6) stadium1
satisfaction).

Another possibility is using fuzzyDL in combination with rule

anagement systems (such as Drools) in order to provide a unified

ramework. This has also been explored in the domain of tourism

22].

ulticriteria decision making (MCDM). In a MCDM problem, a group

f experts decides among a set of alternatives the one with the high-

st degree of desirability according to a set of criteria. To this end,

he experts define the degree to which every alternative satisfies a

riterion (the performance of the alternative) and the relative impor-

ance of the criterion. The application of fuzzyDL to MCDM has been

iscussed in [14,79]. The performance of alternative i and criterion j

ccording to expert k is defined with the help of a triangular fuzzy

umber, such as

(define-concept performance-ijk
(some hasScore (triangular 0.6 0.7 0.9))).

valuations of an alternative i for an expert k are defined as weighted

ums of the performances of the criteria, where the relative impor-

ance of the criteria are defined using numerical weights. For exam-

le, if there are 3 criteria,

(define-concept Evaluation-ik (w-sum (0.33
performance-i1k)
(0.33 performance-i2k)
(0.33 performance-i3k))).

he evaluation of an alternative i is computed as a weighted sum of

he evaluations for every expert, being possible to use the weights to

ive more importance to some experts than other ones. For example,

f there are 2 experts and one of them is more reliable,
(define-concept Evaluation-i (w-sum (0.6 performance-i1)
(0.4 performance-i2))).

inally, the alternative i with a highest maximal satisfiability degree

f the concept Evaluation-i is selected.

ecommendation systems. Recommendation systems can benefit

rom fuzzyDL features. In fact, fuzzyDL has been used as part of a sys-

em recommending wines [25,64,95]. The use of a fuzzy ontology

akes it possible to represent wine attributes such as price, alco-

ol level, sugar, or acidity in a more convenient way with the help

f membership functions. Then, a Java application uses fuzzyDL API to

olve instance retrieval queries where the output is a list of wines that

atisfy some features combined using an OWA operator. For instance,

possible query is

(all-instances? (owa (0.33 0.33 0.33)
(RedWine HighAlcohol HighAcidity))).

obotic perception. fuzzy DL has been used in the context of an am-

itious research project in robotics, oriented to robot planning and

lan execution [36]. One of the robot tasks is the localisation and

ransportation of sample containers from a lunar surface. The robot

as a perception module responsible of differentiating between dif-

erent types of sample containers (with different heights and sizes),

nd other objects on the lunar surface. Reasoning is based on a fuzzy

ntology where the TBox contains spatial descriptions and the ABox

ontains extracted features of the objects. The authors differentiate

etween damaged, that have fallen down, and usable containers, that

re standing upright and can be transported. The heights and sizes

hat are used to differentiate the containers are interpreted in a fuzzy

ay. For example, DamagedContainer is defined combining (us-

ng conjunction or weighted sum) fuzzy concepts, one of them being

(some hasDistanceToGround (triangular 0 0.2 0.4)).

he queries

(min-instance? object-i DamagedContainer)

nd

(min-instance? object-i UsableContainer)

detect the container type of a given object.

mbient intelligence. Ambient intelligence systems need a precise

epresentation of the environment and a recognition of the human

ctivity in order to answer with appropriate actions. fuzzyDL has been

sed for modelling (using fuzzy ontologies) and recognition (using

easoning services) of complex human activities in real-life (office

nd public buildings) scenarios [35,54]. The attributes that charac-

erise an activity (such as location, lights, or temperature) are rep-

esented using fuzzy assertions. Possible activities (such as having

unch or doing exercise) are represented as fuzzy classes. The system

ncludes rules to deduce activities from the current situation, such as

(define-concept (l-implies (g-and User
(some performsAction (w-sum

(0.1 UseBottle)
(0.4 UsePlate)
(0.2 UseFork)
(0.2 UseSpoon)
(0.1 UseKnife))))

(some performsActivity.

HaveLunch))).

inally, the query

(min-instance? ana (some performsActivity HaveLunch))

omputes the minimal degree to which Ana is performing the activity

f having lunch.
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12 http://www.image.ece.ntua.gr/∼nsimou/FiRE
13 http://irafm.osu.cz/en/c104_fplgerds
Text mining of Twitter data. A method for detecting influenza rates

in a geographical region using the knowledge extracted from Twit-

ter messages has been proposed in [6]. Extracted data are repre-

sented using a fuzzy ontology. A fuzzy property isManifested
links flu symptoms with linguistic variables (Weak, Moderate, and

Strong). There are 9 rules detecting flu from its symptoms, such as

(define-concept R1 (g-and Fever (some isManifested
Strong))).

Next, the fuzzy concept Influenza, that represents positive flu

tweets, is defined as a weighted maximum of the 9 rules. fuzzyDL

computes the degree of a tweet o being a relevant message as

(min-sat? Influenza o).

Argumentation. Fuzzy ontologies can improve some aspects of argu-

mentation theory such as the weakest link principle (Gödel fuzzy

logic) and accrual of arguments (Łukasiewicz fuzzy logic) by toler-

ating inconsistency [52]. The approach is applied to the domain of

law (argumentation in an assault accusation) using fuzzyDL. In this

setting, the domain can be modelled using fuzzy concepts such as

WeakPerson or StrongPerson. Then, the argument that a small

and weak person with an attack role towards a large and strong per-

son leads to an implausible situation can be modelled using an axiom

(l-implies (and SmallPerson WeakPerson
(some attack (and LargePerson
StrongPerson)))

ImplausibleAttack)

Hence, it is possible to query whether an individual is a victim of an

implausible attack as

(min-instance? david ImplausibleAttack).

Ontology learning. In [45], fuzzyDL is used to extend an ontology-

based Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) system (DL-Learner) with

fuzzy logic capabilities. Instead of only considering positive and neg-

ative training examples, they are represented using fuzzy concept as-

sertions including a minimal degree of truth. The learning algorithm

is based on generating candidate concepts that may solve the ILP

problem and calculating their quality for some set of examples. This

is achieved with BED queries computing the minimal degree for an

individual being an instance of a candidate concept.

Image interpretation and retrieval. An image interpretation frame-

work using fuzzyDL for the extraction of the semantics of the images

is described in [32,33]. Their framework is applied to the domain of

outdoor images, where they use fuzzy assertions like

(instance image (some contains Vegetation) 0.72)

to describe images. Then, different fuzzy reasoning techniques are ap-

plied to improve the extracted descriptions: determining the most

plausible description, resolving inconsistencies, enriching the de-

scriptions using background knowledge, etc. These tasks require

fuzzyDL to solve several concept satisfiability and BED tests.

In the framework of geospatial semantic retrieval, a fuzzy geospa-

tial ontology including fuzzy spatial relations has been developed

[55]. For example, distance is considered as a fuzzy property. Dur-

ing the development of this fuzzy ontology, fuzzyDL has been used to

check the consistency and to discover subsumptions and role asser-

tions. The authors show that their system increase the precision and

recall with respect to crisp models.

Cognitive vision. fuzzyDL has been used for recognising and describ-

ing meaningful events in video sequences from different domains

[37]. The reasoner has been used to define a fuzzy ontology of spatio-

temporal occurrences and to reason with it. For example, a meet
vent between two individuals is represented using a fuzzy concept.

he authors define fuzzy rules to compute the confidence on two peo-

le meeting using their present and past distances, described using

uzzy membership functions. Finally, the resulting value is obtained

fter a LOM defuzzification.

orkflow management systems. A workflow management system

rovides a procedural automation of a business process by manag-

ng the sequence of its work activities. A methodology for integrating

orkflow management systems and fuzzy ontologies has been re-

ently proposed [73]. This way, it is possible to represent fuzzy work-

ows where limits are not strict but vague. There is a prototypical

mplementation using fuzzyDL to represent the fuzzy ontology and to

eason with it. The main objective of the reasoning is to update the

uzzy ontology according to the feedback obtained during the work-

ow execution. This is achieved by computing BEDs of concept asser-

ions and by solving concept subsumption queries.

ultural object descriptions. In [49] fuzzyDL is used as part of an au-

horing environment providing representations of cultural heritage

bject descriptions with linguistic information. The system is able

o perform some reasoning, inferring missing values by computing a

embership degree. Some notions such as being an Interesting
bject are interpreted as fuzzy concepts.

. Related work

In this section we will overview other existing fuzzy DL reason-

rs. Fire, FPLGERDS, YADLR, DeLorean, GURDL, FRESG, LiFR and SMT-

ased solver support standard tasks for DL reasoners. Other rea-

oners are more oriented to the integration with databases, namely

LMedia, SoftFacts and ONTOSEARCH2. Finally, fuzzyRDF is ori-

nted to fuzzy RDF graphs, and FuzzyDL-Learner is a tool focused

n learning GCIs from OWL 2 facts. It is also worth to note a fuzzy

xtension of the classical reasoner KAON2.

fuzzyDL supports a very expressive language, with elements that

o other fuzzy ontology reasoner supports. However, as we will see,

ost of the other reasoners also provide features that fuzzyDL is not

ble to support, so the choice of the fuzzy ontology reasoner may be

pplication dependent.

ire. Fuzzy Reasoning Engine implements a tableau algorithm for

uzzy SHIN under Zadeh logic [75]. Developed in Java, it is publicly

vailable.12 It supports several reasoning tasks (consistency, entail-

ent, BED, concept satisfiability, subsumption problems, and clas-

ification). An interesting feature is its graphical interface, although

sers need to deal directly with the syntax of the language for the

uzzy KB representation. A difference with fuzzyDL is the ability to

erialise fuzzy SHIF ontologies into RDF triples and the integration

ith classical RDF storing systems, which provide persistent storing

nd querying over large-scale fuzzy information.

PLGERDS. Fuzzy Predicate Logic Generalized Resolution Deductive Sys-

em is an implementation of a resolution algorithm for fuzzy pred-

cate logic. Being able to map fuzzy DLs to fuzzy predicate logics, it

an be used to solve the BED problem in fuzzy ALC extended with

ome role constructors (role negation, top role and bottom role) un-

er Łukasiewicz fuzzy logic [41]. It is a fuzzy extension of the rea-

oner GERDS (GEneralised Resolution Deductive System), which is

ften erroneously credited as a fuzzy ontology reasoner. It is publicly

vailable.13

http://www.image.ece.ntua.gr/~nsimou/FiRE
http://irafm.osu.cz/en/c104_fplgerds
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ADLR. It is a Prolog implementation of a combination of a

esolution-based algorithm with linear programming for reason-

ng with a multi-valued DL [47,48]. It supports fuzzy ABox reason-

ng in fuzzy ALCOQ extended with local reflexivity concepts under

ukasiewicz and Zadeh fuzzy logics. An interesting feature is that it

llows variables as degrees of truth. Currently supported reasoning

asks are concept assertion entailment, instance retrieval, concept re-

lisation, BED of a concept assertion, and fuzzy concept description

earning. It is publicly available.14

eLorean. DEscription LOgic REasoner with vAgueNess supports fuzzy

ough SROIQ(D) ontologies under Zadeh and Gödel fuzzy logics [9].

owadays, DeLorean is the only one that currently supports fuzzy

WL 2, although it does not support several elements of fuzzyDL.

ts reasoning algorithm consists in a reduction to reasoning in crisp

ROIQ(D) [8,10,14,19]. As a consequence, it allows to reuse classical

anguages and resources (editors, tools, reasoners…). There are some

ptimisations of the reduction to crisp SROIQ(D) but the only ex-

sting optimisations for reasoning in crisp SROIQ(D) are those im-

lemented by the reused classical reasoner. It allows linguistic labels

s degrees of truth and is publicly available.15

URDL. It supports an extension of ALC with an abstract and more

eneral notion of uncertainty [40]. This makes more difficult to ex-

end the reasoner to more expressive fuzzy DLs. Degrees of truth are

aken from a certainty lattice. The reasoning algorithm is based on a

ixture of tableau rules and resolution of a set of inequations. More-

ver, it implements some interesting optimisation techniques (lex-

cal normalisation, concept simplification, partitions based on indi-

idual connectivity, caching) and studies the applicability of some

echniques used in the crisp case. It is not publicly available.

RESG. Fuzzy Reasoning Engine Supporting Fuzzy Data Type Group is

prototype reasoner that implements a tableau algorithm for fuzzy

LC(D) under Zadeh logic, with customised fuzzy data types and

ustomised fuzzy data type predicates but with an empty TBox [94]. It

upports several reasoning tasks (ABox consistency, entailment, fuzzy

oncept satisfiability, instance retrieval, and concept realisation). It

as a simple graphical interface, but it is not publicly available.

iFR. Lightweight Fuzzy semantic Reasoner is a fuzzy extension of

he Pocket KRHyper mobile reasoner [90]. In older versions, the rea-

oner was called f-PocketKRHyper [91]. The reasoner is oriented to

obile devices and the supported language is the tractable DLP frag-

ent. There are fuzzy concept assertions and weighted concepts, but

here are no GCIs and role assertions are forced to be crisp. The rea-

oner implements a hyper-tableaux calculus. The supported reason-

ng tasks are concept satisfiability, subsumption, concept assertion

ntailment, and BED. It is not publicly available currently, but it is an-

ounced to be soon.16

MT-based solver. There is an implementation of a fuzzy DL concept

atisfiability checker for infinite-valued Product fuzzy ALE using a

at Modulo Theory (SMT) solver but, as far as we know, the reasoner

oes not have an official name [2]. The only supported reasoning task

s concept satisfiability over quasi-witnessed models. The reasoner is

ased on a translation to non-linear real arithmetic formulae. There
17
s an online version of the tool.

14 http://sourceforge.net/projects/yadlr
15 http://webdiis.unizar.es/∼fbobillo/delorean
16 http://mklab.iti.gr/project/lifr
17 http://arinf.udl.cat/fuzzydlsolver
LMedia & SoftFacts. DLMedia is a fuzzy ontology-based multime-

ia information retrieval system combining logic-based retrieval with

ultimedia feature-based similarity retrieval [80]. The supported

anguage is DLR–Lite [24] with fuzzy concrete domains express-

ng similarity relations between keywords. Retrievable data may be

tored into a multimedia database. The query language are fuzzy con-

unctive queries and top-k query answering (CQA) can be computed.

t is publicly available.18SoftFacts is similar to DLMedia and supports

LR–Lite, but rather accessing to a multimedia retrieval engine to re-

rieve relevant images, SoftFacts is tailored to connect to a relational

BMS for large-scale retrieval of facts [84]. Results may be scored and

uzzy conjunctive queries and top-k query answering (CQA) is sup-

orted. It is publicly available.19

NTOSEARCH2. It is the first scalable query engine for fuzzy ontolo-

ies [62]. It can answer fuzzy conjunctive queries over fuzzy DL-

iteR [24] ontologies, allowing queries to be defined using a fuzzy

xtension of SPARQL. The reasoner is implemented as an extension of

rOWL [87] and is accessible from a HTML web page or using a web

ervice. Currently, it is not publicly available.

uzzyRDF. This reasoner supports a fuzzy version of RDFS, where RDF

riples can have a degree of truth associated [78]. Given a fuzzy con-

unctive query, it computes a top-k retrieval of data stored into a re-

ational database. It is publicly available.20

uzzyDL-Learner. It is a tool to learn fuzzy GCIs for OWL 2 ontolo-

ies [53]. Given an OWL 2 ontology, FuzzyDL-Learner allows to learn

uzzy concept expressions in fuzzy EL(D)++ and the degree of sub-

umption. The concept expressions can contain fuzzy concrete do-

ains. It is publicly available.21

AON2. It is a DL reasoner, which has been extended with the reduc-

ion of fuzzy DLs to classical DLs, as first mentioned in [1]. The re-

uction to classical DLs is similar to that implemented in DeLorean,

lthough KAON2 implements a less expressive language (fuzzy ALCH
n Zadeh fuzzy logic). An empirical study of the scalability of reason-

ng with fuzzy ontologies using this reasoner has been performed in

29]. The reasoner is publicly available,22 but the fuzzy extension is

ot. We will not consider this reasoner in the discussion below as we

ould not find the necessary information.

iscussion. Table 2 compares the languages supported by the reason-

rs and the existence of a GUI, while Table 3 compares their reason-

ng services and optimisations (the columns “CON”, “ENT”, “CSAT”,

SUB”, “IR”, “BED”, and “OPT” represent consistency, entailment, con-

ept satisfiability, subsumption, instance retrieval, BED, and optimi-

ations, respectively).

Let us note that fuzzyDL supports an expressive logic, with ele-

ents that no other fuzzy ontology reasoner is able to support. In par-

icular, aggregation of fuzzy concepts, some explicit fuzzy set mem-

ership functions and fuzzy modifiers, or defuzzification are unique

eatures of fuzzyDL or it allows a more general use than the reasoners

hat support them. However, many of the other reasoners also pro-

ide features that fuzzyDL is not able to support:

• Fire implements a (basic) classification algorithm, persistent stor-

ing support and number restrictions;

• FPLGERDS supports additional role constructors;

• YADLR and FuzzyDL-Learner support fuzzy DL learning;
18 http://straccia.info/software/DL-Media/DL-Media.html
19 http://nmis.isti.cnr.it/∼straccia/software/SoftFacts/SoftFacts.html
20 http://straccia.info/software/fuzzyRDF/fuzzyRDF.html
21 http://straccia.info/software/FuzzyDL-Learner
22 http://kaon2.semanticweb.org

http://sourceforge.net/projects/yadlr
http://webdiis.unizar.es/~fbobillo/delorean
http://mklab.iti.gr/project/lifr
http://arinf.udl.cat/fuzzydlsolver
http://straccia.info/software/DL-Media/DL-Media.html
http://nmis.isti.cnr.it/~straccia/software/SoftFacts/SoftFacts.html
http://straccia.info/software/fuzzyRDF/fuzzyRDF.html
http://straccia.info/software/FuzzyDL-Learner
http://kaon2.semanticweb.org
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Table 2

Languages supported by the fuzzy ontology reasoners.

Reasoner Fuzzy DL Logic Degrees Other constructors GUI

fuzzyDL SHIF(D) Z, Ł General Modifiers, rough,

aggregation

Yes

Fire SHIN Z Numbers Yes

FPLGERDS ALC Ł Numbers Role negation/

top/bottom

No

YADLR ALCOQ Z, Ł General Local reflexivity No

DeLorean SROIQ(D) Z, G General Modifiers, rough DL Yes

GURDL ALC General Numbers No

FRESG ALC(D) Z Numbers Fuzzy datatype

expressions

Yes

LiFR DLP fragment Z Numbers Weighted concepts No

SMT-based solver ALE � No No No

DLMedia DLR–Lite Z, G Numbers Fuzzy datataypes Yes

ONTOSEARCH2 DLLiteR General Numbers Yes

fuzzyRDF RDFS General Numbers Yes

FuzzyDL-Learner EL++(D) G Numbers Yes

Table 3

Reasoning services offered by the fuzzy ontology reasoners.

Reasoner CON ENT CSAT SUB IR BDB Other tasks OPT

fuzzyDL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Defuzzification Yes

Fire Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Classification Yes

FPLGERDS No Yes No No No No No

YADLR No Partial No No Yes Partial Realisation No

DeLorean Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

GURDL Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

FRESG Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Realisation No

LiFR No Partial Yes Yes No Yes No

SMT-based solver No No Yes No No No No

DLMedia No No No No No No Top-k CQA No

ONTOSEARCH2 No No No No No No Retrieval No

fuzzyRDF No No No No No No Top-k CQA No

FuzzyDL-Learner No No No No No No GCI learning No
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• DeLorean supports (unrestricted) nominals, qualified number re-

strictions and some additional role axioms;

• GURDL supports a more general representation of uncertainty;

• FRESG supports customised datatypes;

• SMT-based solver supports Product fuzzy DLs;

• LiFR, DLMedia, SoftFacts and ONTOSEARCH2 support tractable

fuzzy ontology languages;

• DLMedia, SoftFacts and fuzzyRDF support integration with rela-

tional databases;

It would be interesting to perform a worst case complexity of

the different algorithms. Unfortunately, the complexities of the other

fuzzy ontology reasoners have not been published (with the excep-

tion of DeLorean which computes a reduction to classical ontologies).

An empirical comparison of all these fuzzy ontology reasoners is

out of the scope of this paper. The comparison is challenging because

each of the reasoners have some unique features that a common com-

parison should discard: the common fragment might also not be rep-

resentative of the usefulness or the performance of any of the reason-

ers. Furthermore, the reasoners support different syntaxes and many

of them are not even publicly available, so this evaluation seems more

appropriate for a collaborative work with other reasoner developers.

7. Conclusions and future work

This paper has presented the main features of the fuzzy ontology

reasoner fuzzyDL. We have enumerated the supported fuzzy ontology

features (a fuzzy extension of a subset of OWL 2 with some unique

fuzzy ontology features), the supported reasoning services, and the

different ways to interact with the tool: as a stand-alone application,

through a Java API or using a Protégé plug-in with the aim to offer

ontology developers a tool to manage fuzzy ontologies.
We have also given some key ideas of the underlying reasoning

lgorithms, based on a combination of tableau rules and an optimi-

ation problem, and discussed some recent optimisation techniques

hat have improved its performance. We believe that these imple-

entation details will be interesting for the developers of other fuzzy

easoning engines as well.

fuzzyDL is arguably the most popular fuzzy ontology reasoner and

everal applications have taken advantage of its reasoning capabil-

ties, including matchmaking applications or fuzzy control systems.

e believe that the presented use cases could encourage new appli-

ations to be developed.

fuzzyDL provides several unique features with respect to the other

imilar fuzzy ontology reasoners. However, most of the other fuzzy

ntology reasoners also include some unique features, so the most

ppropriate will depend on the particular application. This paper

ontains a detailed comparison that will hopefully be of help in the

hoice of the appropriate reasoning engine.

fuzzyDL reasoner is in continuous update. A first line of future re-

earch is related to the extension of the expressivity of the logic. In

his regard, we are especially interested in a more general support

or nominals and in the missing constructors of fuzzy OWL 2. Fur-

hermore, we are very interested in the implementation of the al-

orithms to reason with different families of fuzzy operators [10,13].

e would like to dedicate some effort to the design and implementa-

ion of more advanced optimisation techniques to reduce the running

ime, especially related to the classification and conjunctive query an-

wering problems. In this line, classification is more involved in the

uzzy case because, given a fuzzy ontology O and contrary to the crisp

ase, one may have e.g., cyclic subsumptions among concepts with-

ut them being equivalent. That is, e.g., one may have that A is sub-

umed by B to degree D1, while B is subsumed by A to degree D2,

ith D1 	= D2. Last but not least, we would like to perform a more de-

ailed evaluation of fuzzyDL after implementing these optimisations,

ompleting the preliminary evaluation described at [18], and possibly

omparing it with other fuzzy ontology reasoners.
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ppendix A. theoretical background

In this appendix we will recall some basic background knowledge

n fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic (Section A.1), approximate rea-

oning (Section A.2), aggregation operators (Section A.3), and fuzzy

ough set theory (Section A.4).

.1. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic

Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic were proposed by Zadeh [99] to

anage imprecise and vague knowledge. While in classical set theory

lements either belong to a set or not, in fuzzy set theory elements

an belong to some degree. More formally, let X be a set of elements

alled the reference set. A fuzzy subset A of X is defined by a member-

hip function μA(x), or simply A(x), which assigns to every x ∈ X a de-

ree of truth, measured as a value in a truth space L. The truth space is

sually L = [0, 1], but another popular choice is the finite truth space

= {0, 1
n−1 , . . . , n−2

n−1 , 1} for some natural number n > 1. Of course, L2

s the classical two-valued case. As in the classical case, 0 means no-

embership and 1 full membership, but now a value between 0 and

represents the extent to which x can be considered as an element

f A.
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Fuzzy logics provide compositional calculi of degrees of truth. The

onjunction, disjunction, complement and implication operations are

erformed in the fuzzy case by a t-norm function ⊗, a t-conorm func-

ion ⊕, a negation function  and an implication function ⇒, respec-

ively. For a formal definition of these functions we refer the reader

o [42,46].

A quadruple composed by a t-norm, a t-conorm, an implication

unction and a negation function determines a fuzzy logic. One usu-

lly distinguishes three fuzzy logics, namely Łukasiewicz, Gödel, and

roduct [42], due to the fact that any continuous t-norm can be

btained as a combination of Łukasiewicz, Gödel, and Product t-

orm [60]. It is also usual to consider Zadeh logic, including the

onjunction, disjunction, and negation originally proposed by Zadeh

99] together with Kleene–Dienes implication defined as α ⇒KD β =
ax(1 − α,β). The name of Zadeh fuzzy logic is used following the

radition in the setting of fuzzy DLs, even if it might lead to confu-

ion because the logic does not include the sometimes called Zadeh

mplication (because it corresponds to Zadeh’s fuzzy set inclusion) or

escher implication, denoted ⇒Z and defined as:

⇒Z β =
{

1, if α ≤ β

0 if α > β .

Table 1 summarises the fuzzy operators in the families supported

y fuzzyDL, namely Zadeh, Łukasiewicz, and Gödel. We will often

se the subscripts Ł, G and Z to indicate that an operator belongs to

ukasiewicz, Gödel, and Zadeh fuzzy logics, respectively.

Fuzzy numbers are a generalisation of real numbers. A fuzzy num-

er is a convex and normalised fuzzy set of the real line. Fuzzy num-

ers can be defined using some of the functions in Fig. 5. However,

he triangular function is used most of the times.

Fuzzy modifiers apply to fuzzy sets to change their membership

unction. Examples are very, moreOrLess, and slightly. Formally,

modifier is a function fm: [0, 1] → [0, 1]. We will allow modifiers

efined in terms of triangular functions (Fig. 5(b)) and linear hedges

Fig. 5(e)). For instance, the modifier very can be defined as a linear

unction with parameters q1 = 0.7 and q2 = 0.3.

Relations can also be extended by considering fuzzy subsets of the

artesian product over some reference sets. A (binary) fuzzy relation R

ver two countable sets X and Y is a function R: X × Y → [0, 1]. Fuzzy

elations can be trivially extended to the n-ary case. Several proper-

ies of the relations (such as reflexive, irreflexive, symmetric, asym-

etric, transitive, or disjoint with another relation) and operations

inverse, composition) can easily be extended to the fuzzy case.

.2. Approximate reasoning

One of the most important features of fuzzy logic is its ability to

erform approximate reasoning [100], which involves inference rules

ith fuzzy propositions. A very popular formalism, due to their prac-

ical success, are fuzzy rule-based systems. A fuzzy IF-THEN system con-

ists in a rule base (a set of IF-THEN rules) and a reasoning algorithm

erforming an inference mechanism. In general, the input of the sys-

em are the current values for the input variables and the output is

fuzzy set, which can be defuzzified into a single value. In a fuzzy

F-THEN rule, its antecedents, consequents or both are fuzzy. Fuzzy

F-THEN rules are fired to a degree which is a function of the degree

f matching between their antecedent and the input. The deduction

ule is Generalised Modus Ponens. Roughly speaking, given a rule “IF A

HEN B”, where A and B are fuzzy propositions, it is possible from a

remise A′ which matches A to some degree, to deduce B′, which is

imilar to B.

One of the most popular IF-THEN systems is the Mamdani model

57]. In a Mamdani model, fuzzy rules have the form

F x1 IS A1 AND . . . AND x IS A THEN y IS B,
k k
here Xi and Y are reference sets, xi and y are variables taking values

n Xi and Y, respectively, and Ai and B are linguistic values defined by

uzzy sets over Xi and Y, respectively, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

For every clause in the antecedent of the rule, the matching de-

ree between the current value of the variable and the linguistic la-

el in the rule is computed (typically, using the minimum or another

-norm). If there exist several clauses, they are aggregated into a fir-

ng degree, using a fuzzy logic operator (typically, the maximum or

nother t-conorm). Then, this firing degree is used for modifying the

onsequent of the rule using some function (typically the minimum).

ules are fired using some inference algorithm such as Rete [38]. The

omputed consequences related to the same variable are aggregated

typically, using the maximum).

Finally, the output variables can be defuzzified. Defuzzification is a

unction that given a fuzzy set B defined over a reference set Y returns

value in Y [92]. Some examples of defuzzification methods are the

argest of maxima (LOM), smallest of maxima (SOM), and the middle

f maxima (MOM), defined next:

• xLOM ∈ Y is the LOM iff μB(xLOM) ≥ μB(y) and, if μB(xLOM) = μB(y)

then xLOM > y, for all y ∈ Y such that y 	= xLOM.

• xSOM ∈ Y is the SOM iff μB(xSOM) ≥ μB(y) and, if μB(xSOM) = μB(y)

then xSOM < y, for all y ∈ Y such that y 	= xSOM.

• xMOM ∈ Y is the MOM iff xMOM = (xLOM + xSOM)/2.

LOM and SOM require that Y is an ordered set, whereas MOM re-

uires that Y is the set of the rational numbers.

.3. Aggregation operators

Aggregation Operators (AOs) are mathematical functions that are

sed to combine different pieces of information [89]. Given a domain

(such as the reals), an AO of dimension k is a mapping @ : Dk → D.

or us, D = [0, 1]. Thus, an AO aggregates k values of k different cri-

eria. In our scenario, such criteria will be represented by using fuzzy

oncepts from a fuzzy ontology. Some examples of AOs are max-

mum, minimum, order statistic, arithmetic mean, weighted sum (or

eighted mean) @ws
W

, strict weighted sum (@wsz
W

), weighted maxi-

um@wmax
W

, weighted minimum @wmin
W

, and median.

We will also use σ to denote a permutation such that xσ (1) ≥
σ (2) ≥ · · · ≥ xσ (k), i.e., xσ (i) is the ith largest of the values x1, . . . , xk.

ften, an AO @ is parameterised with a vector of k weights W =
w1, . . . , wk] such that wi ∈ [0, 1] and

∑k
i=1 wi = 1. In that case the AO

s denoted as @W. In other cases, AOs are parameterised with a vector

f k weights R = [r1, . . . , rk] such that ri ∈ [0, 1] and maxk
i=1

ri = 1.

Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operators [96] are a parame-

erised class of mean type AO. An OWA operator of dimension n is

enoted as @owa
W

. By choosing different weights, OWA operators can

mplement different AOs, such as arithmetic mean, nth maximum,

th minimum, median or order statistic. For example, the maximum

nd the minimum can be obtained by using W = [1, 0, . . . , 0] and

= [0, . . . , 0, 1], respectively. However, weighted sum, maximum,

nd minimum cannot be represented as OWA operators. Table A.4 in-

ludes the definition of some AOs, where  is a negation function.

The problem of obtaining the weights of the OWA operators has

een largely studied. A possible idea is using quantifier-guided ag-

regation by means of Regular Increasing Monotone (RIM) quantifiers

that satisfy the boundary conditions Q(0) = 0, Q(1) = 1 and are

onotone increasing, i.e., Q(x1) ≤ Q(x2) when x1 ≤ x2. Essentially,

hese quantifiers are characterised by the idea that as the proportion

ncreases, the degree of satisfaction does not decrease. A RIM Q can

e used to define an OWA weighting vector WQ of dimension k, called

uantifier-guided OWA, as

wi = Q( i
k
) − Q( i−1

k
) .

We have considered so far AOs where the criteria are mutually in-

ependent. Fuzzy integrals are a more general class of AOs that make
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Table A.4

Some examples of aggregation operators.

Aggregation operator Definition

Maximum xσ (1)

Minimum xσ (k)

nth order statistic xσ (n)

Arithmetic mean 1
k

∑k
i=1 xi

OWA
∑k

i=1 wixσ (i)

Weighted sum
∑k

i=1 wixi

Strict weighted sum

{
0, if some xi = 0∑k

i=1 wixi, otherwise

Weighted maximum maxk
i=1

min{vi, xi}
Weighted minimum min

k
i=1 max{vi, xi}

Fuzzy integral Definition

Choquet integral
∑k

i=1 f (xσ (i) )
[
μ(Aσ (i) ) − μ(Aσ (i−1) )

]
Sugeno integral maxk

i=1
{min{ f (xσ (i) ),μ(Aσ (i) )}}

Quasi-Sugeno integral maxk
i=1

{ f (xσ (i) ) ⊗ μ(Aσ (i) )}
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it possible to measure the importance of sets of criteria [89]. Let

f : X → R+ be a function such that f(xi) measures the global satis-

faction of an user according to some criterion xi. In our setting, the

values x1, . . . , xk that an AO has to aggregate are represented by us-

ing fuzzy concepts C1, . . . ,Ck from a fuzzy ontology. Aggregating the

evaluations of the individual criteria into an overall evaluation can be

done by considering the fuzzy integral of the function f with respect

to a fuzzy measure μ. We can parameterise the integrals using a vec-

tor W where wi = μ{xi}.

We will consider three types of fuzzy integrals of a function f:

X → [0, 1]: Choquet [28] (denoted @ci
W

( f )), Sugeno [86] (@si
W

( f )),

and quasi-Sugeno (@
qsi
W

( f )) integrals. Choquet integral is more gen-

eral than other AOs, such as weighted sum and OWA. Sugeno inte-

gral generalises some AOs, such as weighted minimum and weighted

maximum. Quasi-Sugeno integral is more general than the Sugeno

integral. These integrals are defined in Table A.4, where Aσ (i) =
{xσ (1), . . . , xσ (i)} for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, Aσ (0) = 0, and f (xσ (0)) = 0.

A.4. Rough and fuzzy rough sets

Fuzzy set theory offers a quantitative way to manage vagueness,

where it is expressed using degrees of membership to fuzzy con-

cepts. On the contrary, rough set theory offers a qualitative approach

to model vagueness. Instead of providing a degree of membership, a

vague concept is approximated by using a rough set. This approach is

very useful when it is not possible to quantify the membership func-

tion of a vague concept.

The notion of rough set was introduced by Pawlak in 1982 [63].

The key idea in rough set theory is the approximation of a vague

concept when there is only incomplete information about the con-

cept. More precisely, there are only some examples of elements that

belong to the concept, and an indiscernibility equivalence (reflexive,

symmetric, and transitive) or similarity (reflexive and symmetric) re-

lation between elements of the domain. In this case, a vague con-

cept is approximated by means of a pair of concepts: a sub-concept

or lower approximation, and a super-concept or upper approxima-

tion. The lower approximation describes the sets of elements that def-

initely belong to the vague set, but it can be incomplete and not in-

clude some of the elements of the vague set. This set is formed by

those elements such that all of their indistinguishable elements be-

long to the vague concept. The upper approximation describes the sets

of elements that possibly belong to the vague set, but it can include

elements that might not actually belong to the vague set. This set

is formed by those elements having some indistinguishable element

belonging to the vague concept. A rough set is then defined as a pair

of concepts: a lower approximation and an upper approximation of a

vague concept.
Fuzzy logic and rough logic are complementary formalisms to

anage vagueness and hence it is natural to combine them. A very

atural extension to rough sets is to consider a fuzzy similarity rela-

ion instead of an indiscernibility relation, which gives raise to fuzzy

ough sets [34,67]. While in rough sets an element of the domain can

nly belong to one equivalence class of similar elements, in fuzzy

ough sets one element can belong to several fuzzy similarity classes

with different degrees of truth). Thus, the notions of tight and loose

pproximation naturally appear: a tight approximation considers all

he existing fuzzy similarity classes, whereas a loose approximation

onsiders the best one among the similarity classes.

Given a fuzzy similarity relation s, a t-norm ⊗ and an implication

unction ⇒, the lower approximation s↓A, the upper approximation

↑A, the tight lower approximation s↓↓A, the loose lower approxima-

ion s↑↓A, the tight upper approximation s↓↑A, and the loose upper

pproximation s↑↑A of a fuzzy subset A of X are defined by the fol-

owing membership functions:

s ↓ A(x) = infy∈X {s(x, y) ⇒ A(y)}
s ↑ A(x) = supy∈X {s(x, y) ⊗ A(y)}
s ↓↓ A(x) = infz∈X {s(x, z) ⇒ infy∈X {s(z, y) ⇒ A(y)}}
s ↑↓ A(x) = supz∈X {s(x, z) ⊗ infy∈X {s(z, y) ⇒ A(y)}}
s ↓↓ A(x) = infz∈X {s(x, z) ⇒ supy∈X {s(z, y) ⊗ A(y)}}
s ↑↑ A(x) = supz∈X {s(x, z) ⊗ supy∈X {s(z, y) ⊗ A(y)}}

ppendix B. user manual

This appendix provides details for the advanced users of fuzzyDL,

s a user manual of the reasoner. The three different interfaces to in-

eract with fuzzyDL, the command line interpreter, a Protégé plug-in,

nd a Java API, are covered in Sections B.1, B.2, and B.3, respectively.

ventually, Section B.4 explains some advanced issues of the reason-

ng algorithm.

.1. fuzzyDL syntax

We next present the fuzzy DL which is currently behind the

uzzyDL reasoner. It can be seen as a fuzzy extension of SHIF(D),

ith several elements that are not present in the classical case.

ost of the elements of the logic have already been presented in

11,16,77,81].

This section is organised as follows. We start by presenting the

yntax of the supported language in Section B.1.1. Rather than using a

L-like syntax, we will use fuzzyDL syntax which is more easily read-

ble for non-expert users. Next, Section B.1.2 details the elements of

uzzy OWL 2 that fuzzyDL cannot support yet. Then, we present the

emantics in Section B.1.3 of the language. Finally, Section B.1.4 de-

cribes fuzzyDL syntax to represent the reasoning tasks.

B.1.1. Fuzzy ontology syntax

In the following, we will define the syntax of the fuzzy DL lan-

guage supported by fuzzyDL. We will start with the syntax of fuzzy

oncepts. Then, we will focus on the syntax of elements that are

equired to define fuzzy concepts: degrees of truth, data values,

atatypes, modifiers, and quantifiers. Finally, we will define fuzzy

nowledge bases. Note that roles are always atomic.

Before defining the syntax, we need to introduce some notation

or referring to the main ontology elements. We use A to denote fuzzy

tomic concepts (or fuzzy concept names), C for any fuzzy concept, R
or fuzzy object properties, T for fuzzy data properties, r for fuzzy

bject features, t for fuzzy data features, o for abstract individuals,

for concrete values, and d for fuzzy datatypes. Furthermore, the

yntax of fuzzy ontologies requires some additional notation for the

lements specific of the fuzzy case. We use m for fuzzy modifiers, F
or fuzzy numbers, Q for fuzzy quantifiers, D for degrees of truth, and

for variables.
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Table B.5

fuzzyDL concepts (C1)–(C15) in OWL 2 and DL syntaxes.

fuzzyDL concept OWL 2 abstract syntax DL syntax

(C1) Class (A) A

(C2) Class (owl:Thing) �
(C3) Class (owl:Nothing) ⊥
(C4) ObjectIntersectionOf (C1, . . . ,Ck) C1 � · · · � Ck

(C5) ObjectUnionOf (C1, . . . ,Ck) C1 � . . . � Ck

(C6) ObjectComplementOf (C) ¬C

(C7) ObjectSomeValuesFrom (R, C) ∃R.C

(C8) ObjectAllValuesFrom (R, C) ∀R.C

(C9) DataSomeValuesFrom (T, d) ∃T.d

(C10) DataAllValuesFrom (T, d) ∀T.d

(C11) DataHasValue (t, v) ∃t.{v}

(C12) DataSomeValuesFrom (t, [ ≥ v]) ∃t.[ ≥ v]

(C13) DataSomeValuesFrom (t, [ ≤ v]) ∃t.[ ≤ v]

(C14) ObjectHasValue (R, o) ∃R.{o}

(C15) ObjectExistsSelf (R) ∃R.Self
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oncepts. The syntax of fuzzy SHIF concepts is as follows:

xample B.1. The concept (and Human (some hasChild
ale)) will denote the set of humans with a son, while (and
uman (all hasChild Male)) denotes the set of humans

uch that if they have children then they all must be male.

Fuzzy SHIF(D) extends SHIF with concrete data types, i.e., it

as the additional concept constructs:

xample B.2. The concept (and Human (some hasAge [<=
8])) denotes the set of humans with an age less or equal than

8, while the concept expression (and Human (some hasAge
left 0 100 10 30) )) denotes the fuzzy set of young humans

ith an age defined using a left-shoulder function, to be defined be-

ow.

The syntax of concepts is extended to cover some of the ones in

he more expressive DL SROIQ(D). fuzzyDL currently supports two

f those concepts:

xample B.3. (some hasFriend {bob}) denotes the fuzzy set

f people having a friend called Bob, while (self shave) denotes

he set of people that shave themselves.

Table B.5 shows how to express concepts (C1)–(C15) using OWL 2

nd DL syntaxes.

So far, every fuzzy concept is a direct extension of a similar

oncept in the classical case (the remaining fuzzy concepts will be
pecific from the fuzzy case):

Example 3.1 illustrates the use of the new conjunction concepts

nd modified fuzzy concepts. Example B.4 illustrates the definition of

threshold concept.

xample B.4. (YoungHuman [>= 0.8]) represents the set of

eople that belong to the fuzzy set of young humans with degree

reater or equal than 0.8.

Data value restrictions can be extended to the fuzzy case by re-

lacing a single value with a real valued variable or a fuzzy number F
defined later on):

Next, fuzzyDL supports fuzzy rough concepts defined using upper

nd lower approximation values according to a fuzzy similarity rela-

ion (a reflexive and symmetric object property) s:

To conclude the syntax of fuzzy concepts, fuzzyDL supports some

ggregation concepts defined using a fuzzy quantifier Q or two types

f weights such that wi ∈ [0, 1] with
∑k

i=1 wi = 1, and ri ∈ [0, 1] with

axk
i=1

ri = 1:

Example 3.1 illustrates the use of fuzzy rough concepts and aggre-

ation concepts.

After having defined the syntax of fuzzy concepts, it remains to

efine the syntax of some elements that have already appeared in

he text, but have been left unspecified so far.

egrees of truth. In the literature of fuzzy DLs, some fuzzy concepts

nd fuzzy axioms can contain a numerical degree of truth expressing

lower bound for its satisfiability degree. In fuzzyDL, this is gener-

lised and the degrees of truth D can be a rational number in [0, 1], a

ariable x taking values in [0, 1], or a linguistic label (as an alias for a

efined degree). Whenever a degree of truth is omitted, the maximal
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degree 1 is assumed. At the time of writing, variables cannot occur in

the TBox or in the RBox.

Datatypes and data values. Data values are used in fuzzy concepts

(C11)–(C13). Currently, fuzzyDL supports the following types of clas-

sical data values v: integers, reals, strings, booleans, and dates.

Furthermore, datatypes are used in fuzzy concepts (C9)–(C10).

fuzzyDL supports fuzzy datatypes defined over a dense total ordered

concrete domain in [k1, k2] according to the following functions,

where m is a fuzzy modifier, d is a fuzzy datatype, and the parame-

ters q1, q2, q3, q4 are rational numbers as illustrated in Fig. 5:

Note that classical integer or real values can be represented using

a crisp membership function.

Fuzzy modifiers. Fuzzy modifiers are used to form fuzzy con-

cepts (C23) and fuzzy modified datatypes (D6). As fuzzy modifiers,

fuzzyDL supports linear and triangular functions. However, now k1 =
0 and k2 = 1 (so these parameters are not needed), and q1, q2, q3 ∈
[0, 1]. Formally, the syntax is:

Fuzzy quantifiers. Fuzzy quantifiers appear in quantifier-guided OWA

concepts (C41). Currently, fuzzyDL supports fuzzy quantifiers defined

by means of right-shoulder and linear functions. As for fuzzy mod-

ifiers, k1 = 0 and k2 = 1 (so these parameters are not needed), and

q1, q2 ∈ [0, 1]. The formal syntax is:

Fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy numbers are used in extended value restric-

tions (C27), (C29), and (C31). The fuzzy numbers supported by

fuzzyDL can be numerical, triangular membership functions, or arith-

metical combinations of fuzzy numbers. Let F1, F2 be fuzzy numbers

and q, q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q. The syntax is:

Knowledge bases. In fuzzyDL, an ABox (Assertional Box) contains ax-

ioms about individuals (A1) and (A2), a TBox (Terminological Box)

contains axioms about concepts (A3)–(A14), and an RBox R (Role Box)

contains axioms about roles (A15)–(A21). Some of the axioms include

a degree of truth Dwhich should be understood as optional (if D is not

specified, the maximal degree 1 is assumed).

The supported ABox axioms in fuzzyDL are similar to their crisp

counterparts but could include a degree D:

Example 3.2 illustrates the use of fuzzy concept and role asser-

tions.

fuzzyDL TBoxes can include the following axioms:
xample B.5. Example 3.2 illustrates the use of a simple fuzzy

CI. The meaning of the fuzzy concept YoungPerson can be set

ith the definition (define- concept YoungPerson (and
uman (some hasAge (left 0 100 10 30)))).

The two axioms (domain hasDaughter Human) and

range hasDaughter Woman) guarantee that the relation

asDaughter links instances of Human with instances of Woman.

disjoint Man Woman) forces men and women to be dis-

oint (i.e., being impossible for anybody to belong to both classes).

oreover, the axiom (disjoint-union Human Man Woman)
efines humans as the disjoint union of man and woman, forcing

very human to belong to exactly one of the classes of men and

omen.

It is worth noting that axioms (A4)–(A10) can be represented us-

ng GCIs and that the syntax of the language is not ambiguous even if

he terms is used both in concepts and axioms. Note also that

n Zadeh fuzzy DLs, the degree D in axiom (A3) is actually discarded

ecause Zadeh implication can only take values in {0, 1}.

fuzzyDL also allows to specify in the GCIs a particular implication

unction (currently, Kleene-Dienes, Łukasiewicz, Gödel, or Zadeh) to

e used in the semantics of the axiom.

fuzzyDL RBoxes can include the following axioms:

Furthermore, concepts (C15) and axioms (A18)–(A19) require

oles to be simple, which means that they cannot be transitive or have

ransitive sub object properties. Axioms (A15)–(A19) can be used in

lassical SHIF(D) with the only difference that fuzzyDL makes it

ossible to specify a degree of truth D in (A15). (A21) can be used in

ore expressive classical DLs. (A22) together with one of (A23)–(A26)

re used in order to declare a data feature and its related concrete do-

ain.

xample B.6. (implies-role hasSon hasChild) states that

asSon is a subproperty of hasChild. (inverse hasChild
asParent) states that if one individual is related via hasChild
ith another individual, then the latter one is related via

asParent with the former one. (inverse-functional
asMother) specifies that the inverse of hasMother is functional

everybody has exactly one biological mother).
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Table B.6

fuzzyDL axioms in OWL 2 and DL syntaxes.

fuzzyDL axiom OWL 2 abstract syntax DL syntax

(A1) ClassAssertion (o, C) o: C

(A2) ObjectPropertyAssertion (R, o1, o2) (o1, o2): R

(A3),(A4) SubClassOf (C1, C2) C1�C2

(A5),(A6) EquivalentClasses (C1, . . . ,Ck) C1 ≡ · · · ≡ Ck

(A7) ObjectPropertyDomain (R, C) ∃R.��C

(A8) ObjectPropertyRange (R, C) ��∀R.C

(A9) DisjointClasses (C1, . . . ,Ck) C1 � · · · � Ck � ⊥,

(A10) DisjointUnion (C,C1, . . . ,Ck) C ≡ C1 � · · · � Ck,

Ci�Cj�⊥, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

(A15) SubObjectPropertyOf (R1R2) R1�R2

(A15) SubDataPropertyOf (T1, T2) T1�T2

(A16) TransitiveObjectProperty (R) trans(R)

(A17) InverseObjectProperties (R1, R2) R1 ≡ R−
2

(A18) FunctionalObjectProperty (R) ��( ≤ 1 R.�)

(A19) InverseFunctionalObjectProperty (R) � � (≤ 1 R−.�)

(A20) SymmetricObjectProperty (R) sym(R)

(A21) ReflexiveObjectProperty (R) ref(R)

(A22) FunctionalDataProperty (t) ��( ≤ 1 t.�)

(A23)–(A26) DataPropertyRange (t, d) ��∀t.d
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Table B.6 shows how to express axioms using OWL 2 and DL syn-

axes. Axioms (A11)–(A14) are not included because they do not have

direct equivalence in the classical case.

In addition to the ABox, the TBox, and the RBox, fuzzyDL fuzzy KBs

an also include a VBox (variable Box) V, that makes it possible to

estrict the values of the variables occurring in fuzzyDL expressions.

ur VBox contains constraints about variables (A27)–(A29), where

0, . . . , ak are constants and ��∈ {≥, ≤, =}:

xample B.7. One may encode that Bob is at least as tall as

lice by specifying (instance bob Tall x1), (instance
lice (not Tall) x2), together with the constraint x1 + x2
1. As we will see, the second fuzzy assertion requires that alice

elongs to Tall with a degree less or equal than 1 - x2, which ac-

ording to the constraint is equivalent to x1. Furthermore, the range

f a variable x can be set by means of a pair of linear inequations.

or instance, the set {x >= 0.5, x <= 0.8} ensures that x ∈
0.5, 0.8].

Finally, there are some axioms to give names to the fuzzy

atatypes:

uzzy logic. Before concluding the syntax of the language, the user is

lso able to specify the default semantics for the fuzzy operators. For

xample, if the ontology developer uses g-and, the semantics con-

iders Gödel conjunction, but if s/he uses and, the semantics consid-

rs the default fuzzy logic. Currently, fuzzyDL supports 3 semantics:

ukasiewicz, Zadeh, and, for backwards compatibility with crisp on-

ologies, classical.

.1.2. Unsupported Fuzzy OWL 2 elements

At the time of writing, fuzzyDL does not support fuzzy nominals

nd modified fuzzy roles [81], which are elements of the Fuzzy OWL 2
ntologies without a counterpart in classical OWL 2. Furthermore,

uzzyDL cannot support some elements of classical OWL 2 [61] which

or backwards compatibility are also present in Fuzzy OWL 2:

• The following concepts are not supported: ObjectOneOf, Ob-

jectMinCardinality, ObjectMaxCardinality, ObjectExactCardinal-

ity, DataAllValuesFrom, DataHasValue, DataMinCardinality, Data-

MaxCardinality, and DataExactCardinality.

• The following properties are not supported: TopObjectProperty,

BottomObjectProperty, TopDataProperty, and BottomDataProp-

erty.

• The following axioms are not supported: NegativeObject-

PropertyAssertion, NegativeDataPropertyAssertion, SameIndivid-

ual, DifferentIndividuals, ObjectPropertyChain, AsymmetricOb-

jectProperty, IrreflexiveObjectProperty, DisjointObjectProperties,

and DisjointDataProperties.

• Datatypes are restricted to strings and real and integer num-

bers (see the list of datatypes in [61]). Other datatypes such as

booleans, dates, or URIs are considered as strings.

• Data ranges are restricted to atomic datatypes, datatype restric-

tions on numerical datatypes, and intersections of datatype re-

strictions.

The reader is referred to the fuzzyDL webpage to get updated in-

ormation.

.1.3. Fuzzy ontology semantics

The main idea is that concepts and roles are interpreted, respec-

ively, as fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations over an interpretation domain.

hus, axioms, rather than being “classically” evaluated (either true or

alse), are “many-valued” evaluated in a finite truth space D which is

subset of [0, 1].

To do so, we need beforehand to fix a fuzzy logic. By default, the

uzzy operators are interpreted according to the semantics chosen by

he user using (FL1), (FL2), or (FL3), except if a particular fuzzy opera-

or is indicated, as in some fuzzy conjunctions, disjunctions, implica-

ions, or axioms. If the chosen semantics is classical, every evaluation

s restricted to the interval {0, 1}. Exceptionally, Zadeh fuzzy DLs use

adeh implication in the semantics of GCIs and RIAs (again, unless a

articular fuzzy implication is specified), since Kleene-Dienes impli-

ation is known to produce some counter-intuitive effects [8]. How-

ver, it is worth to note that the result of Zadeh implication is always

n {0, 1} (see Appendix A.1) and Kleene-Dienes implication can also

roduce counter-intuitive effects in concepts (C8), (C10), (C20), (C33),

nd (C36) [43].

The semantics of the logic is given by a fuzzy interpretation I (for

he abstract individuals) and a fuzzy concrete domain or fuzzy data type

heory [76] D (for the concrete values). The fuzzy data type theory

onsists of a tuple D =〈�D, · D〉, with a data type domain �D and

function · D that assigns to each data type predicate d a function
D : �D → D (recall that we are restricting to unary data types).

A fuzzy interpretation I = (�I , ·I ) relative to a fuzzy data type the-

ry D =〈�D, · D〉 consists of a nonempty set �I (the domain) disjoint

rom �D, and of a fuzzy interpretation function ·I that coincides with
D on every data value, data type, and fuzzy data type predicate, and

t assigns:

1. to each atomic concept A a function AI : �I → D;

2. to each object property R a function RI : �I × �I → D;

3. to each data property T a function TI : �I × �D → D;

4. to each individual o an element oI ∈ �I such that o1I 	= o2I if

o1 	= o2 (called Unique Name Assumption, UNA),

5. to each concrete value v an element vI ∈ �D,

6. to each variable x an element xI ∈ �D,

7. to each object feature r a partial function rI : �I × �I → D
such that for all x ∈ �I there is a unique y ∈ �I on which

rI (x, y) is defined;
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23 Conditions (C7)–(C10), (C12), (C13), (C26)–(C37).
8. to each data feature t a partial function tI : �I × �D → {0, 1}
such that for all x ∈ �I there is a unique w ∈ �D on which

tI (x, w) is defined;

9. to each modifier m a function mI : D → D;

10. to each aggregation operator @ a function @I : Dk → D.

·I is extended to complex concepts as follows, where for ease

of presentation, we identify the interpretation of fuzzy membership

functions (appearing in datatypes, modifiers, quantifiers, and fuzzy

numbers) and aggregation operators with the functions themselves:

The notion I satisfies an axiom τ , denoted I |� τ, is defined as

follows:
Since the number of degrees of truth is finite, fuzzy interpreta-

ions I are always witnessed [43]. That is, whenever a supremum or

nfimum is involved in the semantics of a concept expression,23 there

s at least one element in the range of the relation for which the se-

antic value is attained. For instance, for (C7), besides the condition

n witnessed interpretations we have also that there is y ∈ �I such

hat (some R C)I (x) = RI (x, y) ⊗ CI (y).

Finally, an interpretation satisfies (is a model of) a fuzzy ontology if

t satisfies each axiom in it.

.1.4. Reasoning tasks syntax

The concrete fuzzyDL syntax for the reasoning tasks is the follow-

ng one:
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ote that in (Q2) and (Q3) we may specify optionally an individual o,

hile this is mandatory in defuzzification tasks.

.2. Using the Protégé plug-in

Fig. 3 (a) shows the options of the plug-in to represent fuzzy on-

ologies, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In particular, the available options

re:

• fuzzyDL reasoner query allows to export ontologies into

fuzzyDL syntax and to reason using fuzzyDL as we will discuss in

Section B.1.1;

• ontology allows to specify a fuzzy logic of types (FL1)–(FL3);

• fuzzy modifier defines modifiers of types (M1)–(M2);

• fuzzy nominal is currently not supported in fuzzyDL;

• fuzzy modified concept defines concepts of type (C23);

• weighted single concept and weighted complex concept define

concepts of types (C38)–(C39);

• aggregation and integral concept define concepts (C40) and (C42)–

(C46);

• quantifier-guided OWA concept defines concepts of type (C41) and

quantifiers of types (Q1)–(Q2);

• fuzzy modified role is currently not supported in fuzzyDL;

• fuzzy datatype defines datatypes of types (D1)–(D5);

• fuzzy modified datatype defines datatypes of type (D6);

• fuzzy axioms defines axioms of types (A1)–(A21).

Reasoning queries can be submitted using the option fuzzyDL rea-

oner query. The queries must be written in the fuzzyDL syntax pre-

ented in Section B.1.4, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

.3. Using fuzzyDL API

This sections shows two examples illustrating how to use

uzzyDL API. Example 2.1 shows how to create a simple fuzzy ontol-

gy with two axioms. The next example creates a less simple axiom

nvolving a complex concept. Then, another example shows how to

nswer user queries.

xample B.8. The following code creates an empty fuzzy ontol-

gy, adds an axiom (g-implies HumanWithSon (and Human
some hasChild Male))), and saves it into a file called “ontol-

gy.fdl”.

xample B.9. The following fragment of code shows how to submit

concept satisfiability query to the fuzzy ontology “ontology.fdl”:

.4. Advanced details of fuzzyDL reasoning algorithm

In this section we discuss some advanced notions about reason-

ng with fuzzy ontologies using fuzzyDL. At first, Section B.4.1 briefly

xplains the basics of the reasoning algorithm with more details than
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Section 4. Next, Section B.4.2 explains the implemented reduction of

reasoning tasks. Finally, Section B.4.3 details the parameters used by

the reasoner.

B.4.1. Overview of the algorithm

This section extends the details of the algorithm already given

in Section 4.1. In order to determine bed(K, (instance o C))
with respect to K, we consider an expression of the form

(instance o (not C) 1 - x)), where x is a D-valued variable. In-

formally, this means that o belongs to C with degree less or equal

than x. Then, we construct a tableaux for K′ = K ∪ {(instance o
(not C) 1 - x) } in which the application of tableaux rules gen-

erates new fuzzy assertion axioms together with inequations over

variables. For example, the restriction x1⊗x2 ≥ q can be encoded us-

ing the set of constraints {y ≤ 1 − q, x1 + x2 − 1 ≥ q − y, y ∈ {0, 1}}.

The tableau rules preserve both the satisfiability of the fuzzy ontol-

ogy and the value of the variable that is being optimised. The rules

are deterministic and only one optimisation problem is obtained. In-

deed, in the previous example the two possibilities y = 0 and y = 1

encode the non-deterministic choice implicit in Łukasiewicz t-norm.

After applying the tableaux rules, we minimise the original variable

x in such a way that all constraints are satisfied. If the optimisation

problem has a solution, the optimised value is the solution to the BED

problem. Otherwise, the fuzzy ontology is inconsistent and the BED

is 1 since an inconsistent ontology entails anything.

In fuzzyDL, we end up with a MILP problem, which consists in min-

imising a linear function with respect to a set of constraints that are

linear inequations in which rational and integer variables can occur.

In our case, MILP problems will be bounded with rational variables

ranging over a subset of [0, 1] and integer variables ranging over {0,

1}.

Example B.10. Consider a very simple fuzzy KB K =
{(instanceo(g − andBC0.8))} and suppose that we want

to compute the minimal membership of o to C. i.e.,

bed(K, (instanceoC)). To this end, we consider K′ =
{(instanceo(g − andBC0.8)), (instanceo(notC)1 − x)} and min-

imise the variable x. It is easy to see that the first axiom implies

BI (oI ) ≥ 0.8 and CI (oI ) ≥ 0.8 for any model I of K, since the min-

imum t-norm is used. Furthermore, the second axiom implies that

(notC)I (oI ) = 1 − CI (o) ≥ 1− x and, thus, x ≥ CI (oI ) ≥ 0.8. Hence,

the minimal value that is consistent with these restrictions is x = 0.8.

B.4.2. Reduction of reasoning tasks

We will show now that indeed all the reasoning tasks can be re-

duced to the variable minimisation, that is, to minimise a D-variable

x given a fuzzy KB K.24 Let n denote a new individual not occurring

in K. Then:

• The BED of a concept assertion bed(K, (instance o C))
is equivalent to minimise x given the fuzzy KB K′ =
K ∪ {(instance o (not C) 1 - x)}.

• The maximisation of the variable x w.r.t. K is equivalent to min-

imising a variable z such that z = 1 - x w.r.t. K.

• K is consistent iff the maximisation of a new variable x is 1. Oth-

erwise, fuzzyDL reports that K is inconsistent. Note that since x is

a new variable its maximal value would be 1 unless the optimi-

sation problem does not have a solution, which is the case if the

ontology is inconsistent.

• The Best Satisfiability Degree of a concept C can be computed as

the maximisation of x given K′ = K ∪ {(instance n C x)}.

• The Minimal Satisfiability Degree of C can be com-

puted as the minimisation of x given K′ = K ∪
{(instance n (not C) 1 - x)}.
24 Please note that in the reductions of the BED and the Minimal Satisfiability Degree,

in the construct (not C) the negation is Łukasiewicz negation.
• C is D-satisfiable iff the Best Satisfiability Degree of C is greater or

equal than D.

• bed(K, (related o1 o2 R)) = bed(K, (instance o1 (some R o2)
• bed(K, (implies C1 C2)) = bed(K, (instance n (implies C1 C2

The cases g-implies, l-implies, and kd-implies are sim-

ilar.

• The Maximal Entailment Degree of an axiom can be computed as

follows:

– For a concept assertion, maximise x given K′ = K ∪
{(instance o C x)}.

– For a role assertion, maximise x given K′ = K ∪
{(related o1 o2 R x)}.

– For a GCI, maximise x given K′ = K ∪ {(implies C1 C2 x)}.

The cases g-implies, l-implies, and kd-implies are

similar.

• A fuzzy KB K entails an axiom of the form:

– (instance o C D) iff bed(K, (instance o C)) ≥ D,
– (related o1 o2 R D) iff bed(K, (related o1 o2

R C)) ≥ D,
– (implies C1 C2 D) iff bed(K, (implies C1 C2)) ≥ D.

• C2D-subsumes C1w.r.t. a fuzzy KB K iff the BED of the correspond-

ing GCI bed(K, (implies C1 C2)) ≥ D.

• The instance retrieval of Cwith respect to K can be solved by com-

puting bed(K, (instance i C)) for every individual i occurring

in K.

• (defuzzify-lom? C o t) is computed by maximising the

value of the (internal) variable representing the value tI (oI , sucI )
given K′ = K ∪ {(instance o C z)}, where suc is the unique t-

successor of o, and z is the result of the query (max-sat?
C o).

• Similarly, (defuzzify-som? C o t) is computed by min-

imising the value of the (internal) variable representing the value

tI (oI , sucI ) given K′ = K ∪ {(instance o C z)}.

• Finally, the MOM is computed as the average of the LOM and the

SOM.

.4.3. Parameters

fuzzyDL uses a configuration file that specifies the values of 5 pa-

ameters:

• debugPrint: boolean value indicating whether to display de-

bugging information or not.

• epsilon: real number indicating the tolerance of the reasoner.

The default value is 0.001.

• maxIndividuals: integer value indicating the maximum num-

ber of new individuals created during the reasoning before abort-

ing it. The default value is infinite.

• optimisation: integer value where 0 disables optimisations

and a positive value enables them. There are plans for defining

several configurations of optimisations, but this will be part of the

future work.

• showVersion: boolean value used to display fuzzyDL’s version

or not.
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